OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Status on rationalization of Staff/volunteers of existing as well as new District Project Society and Special training Centers (STCs) under National Child Labour Project (NCLP) Scheme w.e.f. 1st April, 2016 — regarding.

The undersigned is directed to refer this Ministry OM of even number dated 21/03/2016 on the above subject and to say that a confirmation letter be sent to this Ministry regarding completion of rationalization process and running of District Project Society/ Special Training Centers (STCs) as per revised NCLP Guidelines.

[Signature]
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India
Tele: 011 – 23711354

To
The District Collector/ Magistrate & Chairman
NCLP District Project Society

Copy to:

1. All State Labour Commissioner
2. NIC for uploading it on the website of the Ministry under ‘Important Order/ OM’ of Child Labour